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Experimental and results. -The experiments
The experiment consists of measuring weak critical were performed near the ( 1 1 1 ) reflection from a scattering around the ordering point ( 1 1 1 ) above T,. where S is a scale factor and is only weakly dependent on temperature, and K ( T ) is the inverse correlation range of the fluctuation. This form for the susceptibility gives rise to a neutron crosssection which is Lorentzian in shape with a halfwidth of K . In fact, apart from geometric terms and the magnetic form factor, which are constant over the region of our measurements, the cross-section gives directly (du/dfl) a T . ~( q , T ) where we are now interested in looking at the reduced wave vector spectrometer with graphite monochromator and analyser, together with a Be filter to eliminate second order, were used with incident neutrons of 5 meV (4.1 A). The horizontal and vertical collimation was lo.
The results of an experimental scan at T , + 0.55 are shown in figure 1. Note first the log scale of intensity. The nuclear Bragg peak is represented by the broken curve and was determined by measurements outside the critical regime. A Gaussian function gives an excellent fit over 3 orders of magnitude between 0.01 < 1 q 1 < 0.04 A-'. Clearly, for I q I 6 0.02 A-', the identification of critical scattering relies on the subtraction of two large numbers, a process leading to large error bars at small q, which can be seen in the resultant critical scattering plotted in figure 2. Both longitudinal and transverse scans were performed, but no measurable differences were found at any temperature. The 3-axis spectrometer can also examine the temporal fluctuations of the spin components by anaIysing any energy differences between the incident and scattered neutrons. Measurements at q = 0 showed a constant (resolution limited) width of 0.1 meV at all temperatures. We conclude from this that the fluctuations are long-lived with lifetimes greater than lo-" s.
To process the data we convolute a 3-dimensional resolution function, which is determined experimen-' tally about the (111) point, with the analytical expression for the critical scattering, and least-squares fit to the data. For temperatures near Tc the leastsquares analysis gives a clear minimum, but this is not the case for higher temperatures, where the critical scattering is weak, and the subtraction process correspondingly more important. To reduce the number of parameters we have kept S fixed = 3.96, which is the average value ( + 0.25) obtained for t = ( T -Tc)/ Tc =s 0.02. Such a restricted form for the susceptibility implies that all the temperature dependence occurs in the function K (T). The results for K are shown in figure 3. 4. Discussion. -The value of v = 0.84 & 0.05 is considerably higher than the values of 0.643 and = 0.7 expected for 3-dimensional Ising and Heisenberg systems, respectively. However, the nonLorentzian form of the scattering at higher temperatures implies that this value of v may not be too meaningful. A similar situation was found in USb and UN [I] .
The presence of a large rhombohedra1 distortion and the large anisotropy in the magnetization [4] imply strong single-ion anisotropic interactions exist in the ordered state of UTe. The aim of the present experiment was to search for possible anisotropy in the critical scattering above Tc that would indicate anisotropic two-ion coupling between spins. Unfortunately, the very nature of the ferromagnetic ordering means that the scattering from all 4 domains appears at the (11 1) point. This geometric fact makes it very difficult to determine whether there are anisotropic critical fluctuations, unless they are very large.
